
 

 

 

 

 

Exciting Times! 

 

Thanks to the support from the members, Mike and Wayne, I got the opportunity to start a 

brand new golf company at Arabella called Loots Golf and Tours. 

I know it is quite a mouthfull , but LGT (Lootsgolfandtours) will be bigger than just a coaching 

bussiness. LGT  strives to give a world class coaching experience using state of the art 

technology , top quality Facilities and Advice that is Guarenteed to improve all aspects of 

your game. 

As the business grows and finds its feet , my plan is to get a bus for golf ,hotel and personal 

shuttle services as well as organizing golf trips and tours. 

 

About The Pro: 

You will struggle to meet someone more passionate about the game than André. He finished 

his PGA qualification in 2017 and joined the PGA of South Africa. He has experience 

coaching biginners and juniors all the way to elite players.His philosophy about the golfswing 

is that each swing starts with a solid fondation. Each golfers swing will be different because 

each golfers body is diffirent. You must develop a swing your body can perform the most 

efficient and consistent. André is also TPI certified, this means he can do a body assessment 

to see if the body has any limitations and how to develop a swing that is effient around these 

limitations. He is qualified to build personized programs for each individual to help them get 

the most out of their body and swing. Come and enjoy his setup at Arabella and see for 

yourself. 

 

Always feel free to contact André for a round of golf , whether it is just to get to know him 

better or to play for a little side bet. You can call or message him on 082 860 4977 or mail him 

on loots.golf@gmail.com 

 

Don’t miss out on the opening specials .  

Loots golf , one less swing. 
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